Postdoc Interest Groups

Postdoc Interest Groups (Pdigs)


- Women in Life Sciences [10] - UCSF registered campus organization dedicated to fostering an environment to support women at UCSF.
- Postdoc Slam Easy [13] - aims to provide a relaxed setting for postdocs to practice 'Slamming' - Samantha Hindle [14]
- Brain Coffee (postdocs have coffee with visiting Neuroscience formal seminar speakers) - Katie Thompson-Peer [2]
- RIPS (Research In ProgresS)
  - Brain Talks [17] - Athena Ypsilanti [18] and Maja Petkovic [19]

- Academic Path Club for Chinese Postdocs at UCSF - Bobo Dang [22]
- BASIC Running Club - Nikolaos Kyritsis [23]
- Biotech Start-up Consulting Hub at UCSF - Xiang Zhao [24]
- CRISPR Club at UCSF - Xiang Zhao [24]
- Data Analysis Group - Kai-Hui Sun [25]
- Molecular Imaging at UCSF - Celine Taglang [26]
- Parnassus Walking and Caffeine Appreciation Group - Yvette van der Eijk [27]
- Physicists in Biosciences at UCSF - Shaoqing Zhang [28]
- Social Scientist Postdocs at UCSF - Meredith Meacham [29]

Organizations where Postdocs are involved:

- Science Policy Group [30]
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